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BIM … is no longer just a technology or a process. It is a mindset for 
the entire built environment.  It is changing the way we design, build 
and operate assets and facilities. 
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1. Maturity: of BIM in the Real Estate and FM Market

2. BIM: The challenges of BIM and its benefits to FM

3. ISO 19650: International standards for BIM 

4. Role: of clients and facility managers in the BIM process

5. Information requirements: preparing for the operational phase

Discussion and questions

Agenda
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1. Maturity: of BIM in the Real Estate and FM Market
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Source – pom+ (2020) - https://www.digitalrealestate.ch/products/digital-real-estate-index-2020

Swiss / German Market 

https://www.digitalrealestate.ch/products/digital-real-estate-index-2020


BIM impacts across the whole life cycle

(Gerbet et al., 2016)

BIM is key 

accross the 

whole life
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2. BIM: The challenges and benefits and of BIM to FM

What does BIM mean to FM?

As a Facility Manager …

And how will it help me? 6



Data transfer and use in FM systems
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https://www.iwfm.org.uk/community/event

s/bim-data-for-fm-systems-part-1.html

https://www.iwfm.org.uk/community/event

s/bim-data-for-fm-systems-part-2.html

https://www.iwfm.org.uk/community/events/bim-data-for-fm-systems-part-1.html
https://www.iwfm.org.uk/community/events/bim-data-for-fm-systems-part-2.html


Acceptance & opening

death valley of knowhow
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Construction UseConstruction
Betriebsvorbereitung

In UseHandover – standards - construction to operation

Information Needs

Ability to:

optimise assets,

costs, processes

and user 

satisfaction

in operation

What information do we need to 

manage and operate our assets?

Handover: construction to operation

Ashworth (2-19) adapted from Stierli 

(2015) FM need to be involved 

at the start of projects
FM often are involved 

only at handover
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CAPEX vs. OPEX

Thomas (2017) – updated to show RIBA 2020 stages

Asset Life time is an important factor

2-5 years 25-50+ years

80-90% of the cost of running, maintaining and repairing a building is determined 

at the design stage (MacLeamy, Fabrycky and Blanchard, 1990)

‘ISO 15686-5: Life-cycle costing for buildings and constructed assets’ - decisions made 

in the early design phase have a direct and lasting impact on future FM functionality 
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Influencing costs over time

Level of influence on project costs (Paulson, 1976) 
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Cost vs. change potential over building life-cycle by 

Kovacic and Zoller (2015)



Examples: benefits to FM and RE

Thomas (2017)
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Benefit: ROI for FM/clients
NIST (Gallaher et al, 2004):  

“estimated potential annual savings $613m with respect to the automated 

transfer of information into available CAFM tools”. 

(PwC, 2018):

• 1.5 to 3.0% savings in total on BIM project - whole 

of life expenditure respectively (against the 

without BIM cost).

• largest proportion of benefits estimated (61-73%) is 

expected to be realised in the operation phase of 

the asset lifecycle.
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Benefit: avoiding costly mistakes 
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• Resolve issues in a virtual world before they become problems

• Understand how asset will work in operation

• Ensure information needed to optimise is available at handover

Digital Twin: improve building design before its built

Benefit: Improve design and usability?
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Benefit: accessing centralised data

BIM for FM: A framework and a CDE using open standards (Patacas et al, 2020)
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Benefit: social performance over time

Focus on OPEX not CAPEX
Benefits multiply over RE 

Portfolio

Politics – 5 Schools for price of 4
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• Increased complexity: more buildings and information are delivered using BIM

• Planning: what information is needed in the BIM and what can be in other databases 

• Management: getting data into FM systems and managing models and data over time

Challenge: complexity 
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In a typical project:
Information specifications

should make things clear … right?

What?

could possibly go wrong?

Unclear 

requirements

Common 

FM 

problem!

Dissapointment
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The importance of clear requirements

If information requirements are not sufficiently precise, 

information providers will be left to make their own 

assumptions and interpretation and what is needed.

can lead to error and increased risk – which

in turn can lead to programme and budget

being exceeded
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3. ISO 19650: International standards for BIM

https://www.iso.org/standard/68078.html 20

https://www.iso.org/standard/68078.html


19650: framework of BIM standards

Clients have a responsibility to start the process: 

Strategy:

• Think about their existing information needs?

• How they manage their assets?

Huber (2020)
21



4. Role: of clients and facility managers in the BIM process
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Activity Client (appointed party) and FM activities in a BIM project (based on UK BIM FRAMEWORK, 2020)

1 “Establish the project’s information requirements, information delivery milestones and information standards” (p.10). Note: includes the OIR, 

AIR and EIR.

2 “Identify specific procedures for the production of information including its generation, delivery and secure management” (p.10).

3 “Identify existing information and/or resources that are relevant to the delivery teams you will be appointing to this project” (p.10). Note: this 

should be communicated to the delivery team, so they are fully aware of any existing relevant information.

4 “Establish the project’s information protocol for incorporation into all project appointments” (p.10).

5 “Establish a common data environment (CDE) to support the project and the collaborative production of information” (p.10). Note: this can be 

done by a third party.

6 Review tender returns (including BEP and MIDP) to ensure they meets the client’s requirements and also assess the delivery team’s BIM 
capability and competencies, mobilisation plan and approach to risk . Note: author’s own interpretation.



4. Information requirements: preparing for the operational phase
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OIR: define the overriding 

strategic information needs of 

the client/owner e.g., 

management reporting:

AIR: The asset information needs 

to allow FM teams to manage and 

operate a property:

EIR: Specification to instruct  

delivery team – information needs 

and delivery issues (based on OIR 

and AIR). E.g., Open BIM to be 

used

BEP: Counterpart from delivery team 

to the EIR, in which they explain how 

they will deliver the information needs 

for the project.

AIM: The final information delivered 

from the PIM to the FM team for use 

in operation

PIM: 3D-models, Alphanumeric and 

documents = created during a 

project. Consisting of sub-models as 

well as information in databases and 

documents

PIR: identifying specific 

information issue for each a 

project e.g., critical systems

BIM

Execution Plan 

(BEP)

ISO 19650: 2018



(AIM)

Asset Information Model

ISO 19650: “Start with the end in mind”

What Information is needed

For operation?

Start

Handover for use in operational 

(CAFM, SAP etc)
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Information Requirements (OIR, AIR, EIR) Contractors competence (Reflected in BEP) 

Information grows over project life:

Documents

Alphanumeric 

3 D Models



Discussion and questions?
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Garbage in = Garbage out

Remember: 

You can only get “out of BIM” what you “put in”


